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1) This is my Q thread for October 11, 2018. 

 

Q posts can be found here: qmap.pub 

 

Android apps: 

bit.ly/Q-drops 

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

 

 

My theme: Using Logic & Critical Thinking

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpPXXLcUUAAEDRH.jpg

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to search, browse and
research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Political commentators and news outlets often appeal to our emotions to get our attention.

3) "A new bombshell report..." 

"exclusive scoop..." 

"tick, tock..." 

"Jaw-dropping news..." 

"you'll be furious..."

4) Political commentators and news outlets depend on our viewership for income. They have a financial

motive for getting our attention. 

 

Emotional appeals are used as bait to get us to read articles or listen to videos which is why they're called

"clickbait."

5) You may not realize it but your emotions are used every day to draw you into a world of political
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narratives. There's a good chance that if someone is manipulating your emotions to get your attention,

they have an agenda.

6) When analyzing news and current events, a reliable approach is to evaluate things objectively and

logically. Following our emotions can cause us to draw illogical (and incorrect) conclusions.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpPeAxwUUAAdxcb.jpg

7) That's not to say logic is the only way to evaluate news. I pray often and I expect God to help me come

to sound conclusions. But being led by God is not the same as being led by our emotions.

8) Having said all that, I'd like to share the latest post from Q and walk you through a logic-based

analysis of recent events.  

 

The post is long so I've broken it into several sections.

9) Q relays a general statement acknowledging the frustration people have expressed at the slow pace of

bringing criminals in our government to trial.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpPf7x1VsAA1nIo.jpg

10) The desire for immediate arrests arises out of our emotions. It doesn't take into consideration the

delicate, time-consuming work of removing entrenched criminal elements inside the justice system itself

which if not done first, will prevent bad actors from being convicted.
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11) A second point to consider is that this is (primarily) a military operation. Some people will be tried in

the civilian justice system but many former government employees will be tried in military courts. That

process is different from its civilian counterpart.

12) Not a day goes when that I don't hear someone say, "If arrests don't happen before the midterms..."  

 

"If the FISA declass doesn't happen before the midterms..."

13) When you put a time expectation on an event that is control of the President, you're telling him you

know more about the timing than he does.  

 

You're also setting yourself up for disappointment.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpQE9nSUcAAhGwI.jpg

14) Some people seem to relish disappointment.  

 

I don't. 

A key to living in freedom is resisting the temptation to put expectations on others.

15) I had someone tell me this week they believe in Q 100% but then they said that if nothing big happens

before the midterms, they'll have no choice but to believe that Q is just a trick to get a few votes.

16) I had someone else tell me they just became a Q follower but they're concerned Q is going to endorse

the foolish idea that aliens are real—an idea this person saw as anti-intellectual. (They warned me they

might unfollow if that's where this is headed.)

17) The first thing I learned about Q is that Q doesn't give a rip about my beliefs or expectations. Much of

what I believed before following Q has changed because of my research. (Q has not negatively affected my

view of God. If anything, my faith in God has been strengthened.)

18) Taking the red pill means admitting that your understanding of how the world works is wrong. It's

realizing someone else has the truth, sitting at their feet and allowing them to teach you and biting your

tongue while your sacred cows are barbecued.
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19) Q will never live up to your expectations. If you can't set them aside, you're going to be in for nothing

but disappointment. You might as well find another hobby.

20) I personally don't care if you follow Q.  

I have no personal stake in Q becoming more popular 

I have no desire to drag people along in the movement who are filled with doubt, fear and skepticism or

who are always disappointed because of unrealistic expectations.

21) I have a few expectations of Q: 

I expect he'll never lead me away from God. 

I expect he'll never ask me to do anything illegal, immoral or unethical. 

Aside from that, I wake up every day wondering what in the world he'll say next and I have zero

expectation of what it will be

22) It's sad that Q has to post these facts so often but people continue listening to uninformed political

pundits who insist Jeff Sessions and Chris Wray are part of the deep state and are out to take down

Trump.
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23) The emotion-based conclusion about FBI Director Chris Wray and Attorney General Jeff Sessions is

that corrupt politicians haven't been arrested and Trump seems to lash out at Sessions so these guys

must be bad.

24) But if Wray & Sessions are working with the deep state, why do they keep firing corrupt people inside

their organizations? 

 

What does it say about them (and the overall plan) if they're continually removing corrupt people from

the FBI & DOJ?
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25) You might think Sessions and Wray are part of the swamp because of the lack of arrests but the

continual removal of corrupt people from the FBI & DOJ prove that they're actually helping drain the

swamp.

26) The removal of corrupt officials from FBI & DOJ is being done methodically to ensure that everyone

who is willing to testify about corruption is given a chance to do so.  

The people in the above list have testified and/or they've been fired. These folks are next in line.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpQSe9aUYAAGgAK.jpg

27) This is an important list if you happen to be interested in knowing how far along we are in the process

and how long it will be before the prosecution begins.

28) If we work off the premise that the prosecution won't begin until all the corrupt people have been

removed from the justice system, then it logically follows that prosecution WILL begin once these people

have been processed and removed from the system.

29) Fortunately, Q keeps up updated on who has been removed from the system and who still remains.

(Has it occurred to you that one reason for the FBI/DOJ personnel updates is to provide a timing

indicator for prosecution?)

30) The batter's box is a baseball term.  

It refers to the area around home plate where the hitter is required to stand while at bat. 

(It's sometimes used to refer to the person currently in the spotlight.)

31) Q posted a link to a wedding announcement for Trisha Anderson, one of the people on the "batter's

box" list.

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/09/fashion/weddings/trisha-anderson-charles-newman-

weddings.html

Trisha Anderson, Charles Newman - Weddings
The bride, a former clerk for a Supreme Court justice, is a senior counsel to the United States deputy
attorney general, in Washington; the bridegroom is a deputy legal adviser to the National Securi…

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/09/fashion/weddings/trisha-anderson-charles-newman-weddings.html

32) If Q were your boyfriend, he'd promise to never disappoint you, never let you down and never hurt

you.
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33) Q isn't your boyfriend. 

So he asks you to trust the plan. 

Not know the plan. 

Trust the plan. 

Trust that Trump & the generals know what needs to be done. 

Trust that they have the right people in place. 

Trust that they how to do their jobs.
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34) Q asked us to consider whether fair prosection (for non-military cases) is likely given district court

rulings against Trump on matters where he had clear authority to take action.  

 

Why are POTUS judicial nominations so important?
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35) If a corrupt official appealed their case to the Supreme Court, would they have received a fair and

objective ruling prior to Justice K's confirmation? 

 

Think of Kavanaugh's answer to Lindsey Graham's question about military and criminal law and enemy

combatants.

36) Mueller and his investigation are a blockade installed by the deep state. His purpose is to obstruct

Trump's plans to drain the swamp.  

 

How do POTUS, Sessions and the generals navigate around him?
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37) Mueller's investigation effectively takes out of play evidence that would expose deep state corruption.

Because it's part of an "ongoing investigation", it's tied up and can't be used by members of Congress.
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38) Trump would have more freedom to make decisions were it not for the Mueller investigation hanging

over his head.

39) The swamp is using Mueller to stall for time. If the President's enemies can regain control of

Congress in the midterms, they can shut down investigations into deep state corruption.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpQqKvpUwAADUWo.jpg

40) Mueller is a tool who is being used to preserve hope for the Dems base of support by aiding the

narrative that Trump is evil beyond belief and he's just about to be indicted or impeached. (False hope.)
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41) Mueller's investigation of Trump is being used by the left to legitimize protests and civil disobedience.

When they're arrested, we might expect deep state players to attempt to incite rioting and violent protests

on a larger scale.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpQr62LU8AASs4Q.jpg

42) The Mueller investigation is being used by the mockingbird media to sway gullible people into

thinking Trump is an illegitimate President and to obstruct his implementation of domestic and foreign

policy.
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43) The Mueller investigation is being used by the deep state to convince world leaders that it's only

matter of time before they're back in control again.
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44) The Mueller investigation is a tool being used by the President's enemies to increase donations and

energize their voter base.
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45) The Mueller investigation aids the defense of corrupt people who suddenly announce they're

considering running for office after learning they're under investigation. Their prosecution is then

claimed to be a political attack/retaliation.
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46) How do you REMOVE installed BLOCKADE? 

DECLAS—DECLAS—DECLAS 

 

The declassification of the Carter Page FISA application and related documents will factually prove the

corrupt basis for the Mueller investigation.
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47) Donald Trump and the generals knew the problems that would be created by the Mueller

investigation.  

 

Military strategists developed a plan with key objectives that could be attained by going around Mueller.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DpQ6AA1UUAAQb6l.jpg

48) The plan: 

USE A STEALTH BOMBER  

Who must authorize firing of FBI/DOJ officials? 

(Sessions) 

Why did McCabe try to take SESSIONS out? 

(He knew he was a threat) 

What was the SESSIONS SENATE CONF VOTE? 

52-47  

No. 175  

Logical thinking v clickbait. 

Q
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49) Post No 175 on /Patriotsfight/
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50) Q's link is to this video  

Andrew McCabe authorized an investigation into whether Jeff Sessions committed perjury. 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber/watch/fired-fbi-official-authorized-perjury-

investigation-against-sessions-1191727171576?v=raila&

Fired FBI Official authorized perjury investigation against Sessions
Sources tell NBC former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe authorized a perjury investigation of Attorney
General Jeff Sessions nearly one year ago, looking at whether Sessions lied in his testimony a…

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber/watch/fired-fbi-official-authorized-perjury-investigation-again…
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